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The first paper in this series established that the projective analogue of the
Young symmetrizer recently introduced by Nazarov has a natural PxQ-structure
comparable with the pq-form of the classical symmetrizer. This second paper
develops the theory on this decomposition further. A more efficient construction of
the projective symmetrizer is presented for certain classes of partitions; this
approach yields a ``compact'' expression for the intermediate factor x in thel
projective decomposition. Q 1999 Academic Press
INTRODUCTION
w xIn the first decade of this century, Alfred Young 7, 8 introduced the
concept of symmetrizers to describe the ordinary representations of the
w x w xsymmetric group S 2 . Shortly afterwards, Issai Schur 6 initiated then
w xstudy into the projective representations of S ; see also 1 . Recently, thesen
classical theories have been brought together by Nazarov in a remarkable
w xpaper 5 developing the concept of a projective symmetrizer. The present
w xseries of papers is based on the author's Ph.D. thesis 3 and examines a
w xnatural structure exhibited by these elements from 5 .
w xIn the previous paper 4 , it has been shown that the projective analogue
w xof the Young symmetrizer introduced in 5 has a natural multiplicative
structure which resembles the p q -form of the classical Young sym-l l
metrizer: in particular, Theorem 6.5 proposed a standard P r x Q r-decom-L l L
position for this analogue. Note that the projective symmetrizer has three
factors requiring a middle factor x . This additional factor is not uniquelyl
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w xspecified: the expression determined in 4 through the general theory is
referred to as the natural expression but it has an elaborate structure
restricting further analysis.
In this second paper in the series, a more manageable expression for the
intermediate factor will be realized in certain instances by adopting an
alternative limiting procedure in the construction of the symmetrizer. The
compact expression is introduced for certain classes of strict partitions:
Ž .namely the two-part partitions n y m, m and those three-part partitions
Ž .of type n y m, m y 1, 1 . The compact expression has a more confined
structure than the natural element; this supports the further investigation
in the third paper, where the question of determining the ``simplest''
expression for the intermediate factor will be addressed.
The opening section in the present paper formally introduces the
natural expression x for the intermediate factor; furthermore, we willl
discuss the idea of equivalence for intermediate elements. Section 2
examines the special case for any two-part strict partition: an alternative
construction of the projective symmetrizer yields the compact expression
xU . In the final section, this approach is modified for the special classŽnym , m.
Ž .of three-part strict partitions with the form n y m, m y 1, 1 giving a
compact expression in these instances.
1. THE INTERMEDIATE FACTOR x : THE NATURALl
EXPRESSION AND EQUIVALENCE
Let us summarize the story so far: a projective analogue of the Young
w xsymmetrizer has been recently proposed in 5 ; this element is examined
w xfurther in the present series of papers. The first paper 4 established a
standard decomposition for the projective symmetrizer: this resembles the
p q -structure of the classical symmetrizer but requires the existence of anl l
intermediate factor x . In this second paper, we will commence a morel
detailed study of this additional factor; our principal aim is the realization
of a concise expression for x . This compact expression supports furtherl
analysis in the final paper where one objective is the evaluation of the
``simplest'' expression for the intermediate factor. The reader is referred to
w xthe introductory paper 4 for the notation and terminology appearing in
the present article.
This opening section formally introduces the natural expression x forl
the intermediate factor in our decomposition of the symmetrizer ¤ . Thisl
Ž .expression, defined for any strict partition l g SP n , is obtained through
w xthe results in the previous paper, see 4, Sect. 6 for further details. Note
that the intermediate factor is not uniquely determined in the algebra M :n
the section discusses the idea of equivalence of intermediate expressions.
We describe a natural equivalence relation transforming our task of
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evaluating alternative expressions into the analysis of a specific equiva-
lence class under this relation. The objective for the final paper can thus
be re-phrased in terms of describing the ``simplest'' expression in this
special class.
Let us commence the detailed analysis of the intermediate factor x byl
recalling the principal result in the previous paper: for any strict partition
w xl, 4, Theorem 6.5 provides the natural expression x . This element isl
described explicitly in the following definition.
Ž . Ž .DEFINITION 1.1. Let l s l , . . . , l g SP n . The natural expression1 l
x g M is given byl n
1
y1
r rx s ? c w ,l L Ll!m!
Ž .where m s m , . . . , m denotes the sequence of column heights in the1 k
shifted row tableau Lr, while the element c r g M and the permutationL n
w xrw g S are defined in 4 .L n
It is apparent that the natural expression x is determined via thel
w xrelement c introduced in 4, Sect. 4 ; the limiting procedure developed byL
Nazarov for the realization of this element is non-trivial and the resulting
complicated expression restricts further analysis of the natural expression
even for elementary partitions. Thus, an alternative expression for the
factor x is preferable. Before examining this problem in greater detail, letl
us first formulate the idea of equivalence between intermediate expres-
sions.
Ž .Let us fix the strict partition l g SP n . The property of equivalence for
x expressions is described by introducing the following equivalence rela-l
tion on the algebra M .n
Ž .r rDEFINITION 1.2. The elements x, y g M are P , Q -equi¤alent ifn L L
and only if
P r xQ r s P r yQ r ,L L L L
where the elements P r and Q r in the algebra M are the projectiveL L n
analogues of the classical row symmetrizer p and column antisymmetrizerl
w xq as defined in 4, Definition 5.4 . This equivalence relation will bel
denoted by the symbol ; . The equivalence class in M containing then
w xelement x is written as x .
The search for alternative expressions for the intermediate factor xl
w xthus translates into the analysis of the equivalence class x under thel
relation ; ; in particular, our objective in the concluding paper will be the
evaluation of the ``simplest'' expression in this special class. Returning to
the general setting, each equivalence class can be described explicitly in
terms of the annihilator subspace in the algebra M .n
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Ž .r rDEFINITION 1.3. Define the annihilator Ann P , Q ; M of the ele-L L n
ments P r and Q r asL L
 r r 4a g M N P aQ s 0 .n L L
Any element m g M enjoys the obvious propertyn
P r mQ r s P r m q a Q r for all a g Ann P r , Q r ;Ž . Ž .L L L L L L
Ž .r rthat is, m ; m q a for each element a in the P , Q -annihilator.L L
w xConversely, any element in the class m has the form m q a for some
Ž . w xr ra g Ann P , Q . Thus it is established that the ; -equivalence class mL L
is described by
m q Ann P r , Q r s m q a N a g Ann P r , Q r . 4Ž . Ž .L L L L
Ž .r rThe theory concerning the P , Q -annihilator will be developed inL L
greater detail in the final paper of this series; this will include some results
on the structure of this subspace.
For the remainder of the present paper, we need to consider only the
w xspecial class x of all possible intermediate elements in our decomposi-l
tion of the projective symmetrizer ¤ . This class has the natural expressionl
x as representative; it may be constructed explicitly asl
r rx q a N a g Ann P , Q . 1.1 4Ž . Ž .l L L
Thus the evaluation of equivalent expressions for the intermediate factor
Ž .is transformed into the analysis of the set 1.1 . A procedure for determin-
Ž .ing the ``simplest'' expression in the class 1.1 in practical instances will be
presented in the remaining paper of this series.
We conclude this first section with a brief explanation for the subse-
quent work. Previously, it has been noted that the natural expression x isl
based on the element c r g M ; the construction of this element requiresL n
w xthe technical limiting procedure proposed by Nazarov in 5 . As a conse-
quence, the natural expression has an elaborate structure resisting our
efforts at further analysis. Therefore, a less complicated expression for the
intermediate factor would be desirable. A more efficient construction for
the projective symmetrizer is available for certain classes of partitions.
This approach will be described in the remainder of the present paper and
gives a more manageable expression for the intermediate factor. In Section
2, the compact expression xU is presented for any two-part strict partitionl
Ž .l s n y m, m ; meanwhile in Section 3, a compact expression is proposed
Ž .for any strict partition with the form l s n y m, m y 1, 1 . These com-
pact expressions have a more confined structure than the natural element
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and thus support further investigation of the symmetrizers in the final
paper. Unfortunately, the techniques used to obtain these expressions
cannot be extended presently to other general classes of strict partitions.
2. THE COMPACT EXPRESSION FOR A
TWO-PART PARTITION
This second section examines the special case for any two-part strict
Ž .partition l s n y m, m ; an alternative construction of the symmetrizer
¤ yields the ``compact'' expression for the intermediate factor. First thel
Ž . w xrfunction c r described in 4, Sect. 4 is expressed in a form where theL
divisibility of the projective symmetrizer ¤ by the row element P r onl L
Ž .rthe left becomes explicit. This alternative description of c r admits aL
more efficient limiting procedure in the realization of the element c r gL
w xM ; see Proposition 2.5. Meanwhile, a result from the previous paper 4n
provides the factors appearing in the column element Q r ; see PropositionL
2.7. Combining these preliminary results, we obtain the principal result in
this section: Theorem 2.8 gives a description for the projective symmetrizer
¤ with an intrinsic PxQ-structure; the intermediate element xU g Ml l n
associated with this special decomposition will be called the compact
expression.
We commence the discussion by describing the combinatorics for this
special class of two-part partitions. The strictness condition on the parti-
n y 1Ž . w xtion l s n y m, m gives the constraint m F on the possible
2
Ž .values for the integer m. Let the strict partition l s n y m, m now be
fixed for the remainder of this section. The row tableau Lr is constructed
as
1 2 3 ??? m q 1 ??? n y m
.n y m q 1 n y m q 2 ??? n
The column sequences B , . . . , B have a simple structure in this in-2 n
stance: for any entry 2 F k F n y m in the first row, the sequence B isk
w xthe complete interval 1, 2, . . . , k y 1 ; while for each symbol n y m q k
Ž .1 F k F m in the second row, the sequence B is defined bynymqk
1 for j s 1;¡
~i q 1 for j s 2 i 1 F i F k ;Ž .B j sŽ .nymqk ¢n y m q i for j s 2 i q 1 1 F i F k y 1 .Ž .
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In particular, the integers b , . . . , b giving the lengths of these sequences2 n
can be immediately stated: for an entry 2 F k F n y m in the first row,
we have b s k y 1; whereas b s 2k for each entry n y m q kk nymqk
Ž .1 F k F m in the second row.
Ž . Ž . w xrConsequently, the function c r defined by the formula 4.3 in 4 hasL
the expansion
nym ky1
rc r s c u , uŽ . Ž .Ł ŁL kyj k jž /ks2 js1
m 2 k
= c u , u , 2.1Ž . Ž .Ł Ł nymqkyj nymqk B Ž j.ny mqkž /ks1 js1
r Ž .where the scalars u , . . . , u are determined via the tableau L : u s u i, j1 n k
rŽ . Ž .for k s L i, j . Here u i, j is the real-valued function of the pair r s
Ž .r , r specified by1 2
u i , j r s j y i q r j y i q r q 1 .'Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .i i
Ž . 'The limiting scalars at r s 0, 0 can be easily described: u s k y 1 kŽ .k
'for 1 F k F n y m; u s k y 1 k for 1 F k F m.Ž .nymqk
The objective in the next part of this section is to obtain a description
Ž .rfor the function c r from which the required divisibility of the sym-L
metrizer ¤ by the row element P r explicitly follows. The following resultsl L
Ž .achieve this goal by extracting to the left hand side of 2.1 those factors
associated with the pairs of collinear entries in the tableau Lr. The product
Ž .on the first line in 2.1 already has the required form. Our efforts are
therefore concentrated on the remaining component; three preliminary
results provide more elaborate identities involving the factors in this
Ž .product on the second line in 2.1 .
LEMMA 2.1. Gi¤en any integer 2 F l F m, there is the family of equalities
l
c u , u ? c u , uŽ . Ž .Łny lyj jq1 j nylyk nymql kq1
ks0
l
s c u , u ? c u , uŽ .Ž .Ł ny lyk nymql s Žkq1. nylyjq1 jq1 jj
ks0
for 1 F j F l, where s denotes the basic transposition interchanging thej
symbols j and j q 1.
wProof. Each equality follows by the second and third relations in 4,
xLemma 4.2 .
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LEMMA 2.2. For each integer 1 F j F m y 1, we ha¤e the identity
jq1 l
c u , u ? c u , uŽ . Ž .Ł Łnymyj jq1 j nylyk nymql kq1ž /lsm ks0
jq1 l
s c u , u ? c u , uŽ . Ž .Ł Łnymyj jq1 j nylyk nymql kq1ž /lsm ks0
u y uŽ .jq1 j
= c u , u .Ž .ny2 j jq1 j2
Ž .Proof. Denote the left hand side in the equality by z r ; expanding the
outer product gives
m
z r s c u , u ? c u , uŽ . Ž . Ž .Łnymyj jq1 j nymyk n kq1
ks0
jq1
??? c u , u .Ž .Ł ny jyky1 nymqjq1 kq1
ks0
Consecutive use of Lemma 2.1 with l s m, l s m y 1, . . . , l s j q 1 trans-
Ž . Ž .fers the element c u , u through the subsequent terms in z rnymyj jq1 j
thus providing the equality
jq1 l
z r s c u , u ? c u , u .Ž . Ž .Ž .Ł Ł ny lyk nymql s Žkq1. ny2 j jq1 jjž /lsm ks0
Since the entries j and j q 1 are adjacent within the first row in Lr then
Ž . w Ž .xthe pair u , u satisfies the idempotent condition 4, 4.1 ; conse-jq1 j
w xquently, 4, Lemma 4.3 gives the identity
u y uŽ .jq1 j 2
c u , u s c u , uŽ . Ž .ny2 j jq1 j ny2 j jq1 j2
and the stated result follows. We emphasize that the result holds for any
Ž .pair r s r , r .1 2
Ž .We will use Lemma 2.2 to manipulate those factors in 2.1 associated
with adjacent positions in the first row of the tableau Lr. In the next
lemma, a similar result is presented for those factors corresponding to the
second row in Lr.
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LEMMA 2.3. For each integer 1 F k F m y 1, there is the identity
k
c u , u c u , uŽ . Ž .Łnyky1 nymqk B Ž1. nykyjy1 nymqk B Ž2 j.ny mqk nymqk
js1
k
= c u , u c u , u ? c u , uŽ . Ž . Ž .Łnyk n B Ž1. nykyj n B Ž2 j. ny2 ky1 n nymqkn n
js1
k
s c u , u ? c u , u c u , uŽ . Ž . Ž .Łnyk n nymqk nyky1 n B Ž1. nykyjy1 n B Ž2 j.n n
js1
k
= c u , u c u , u .Ž . Ž .Łnyk nymqk B Ž1. nykyj nymqk B Ž2 j.ny mqk nymqk
js1
Proof. The result will be established using the second and third rela-
w xtions in 4, Lemma 4.2 . First, note that the sequences B and Bnymqk n
coincide on the initial 2k positions; thus the left hand side in the equality
can be expressed as
k
c u , u c u , uŽ . Ž .Łnyky1 nymqk B Ž1. nykyjy1 nymqk B Ž2 j.n n
js1
k
= c u , u c u , u ? c u , u .Ž . Ž . Ž .Łnyk n B Ž1. nykyj n B Ž2 j. ny2 ky1 n nymqkn n
js1
w xBy the second equality of Lemma 4.2 in 4 , these factors can be reordered
into the form
c u , u c u , uŽ . Ž .nyky1 nymqk B Ž1. nyk n B Ž1.n n
k
= c u , u c u , uŽ . Ž . 4Ł nykyjy1 nymqk B Ž2 j. nykyj n B Ž2 j.n n
js1
= c u , u ;Ž .ny2 ky1 n nymqk
furthermore, using the third relation in Lemma 4.2 now gives
c u , u c u , u c u , uŽ . Ž . Ž .nyk n nymqk nyky1 n B Ž1. nyk nymqk B Ž1.n n
k
= c u , u c u , u .Ž . Ž . 4Ł nykyjy1 n B Ž2 j. nykyj nymqk B Ž2 j.n n
js1
Finally, a further application of the second relation establishes the expres-
sion on the right hand side of the identity.
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Ž .Next, let us examine the second component in 2.1 , namely
m 2 k
c u , u . 2.2Ž . Ž .Ł Ł nymqkyj nymqk B Ž j.ny mqkž /ks1 js1
Those factors corresponding to pairs of entries from the second row in Lr
will be extracted to the left hand side of this expression; specifically, the
Ž .next result describes an alternative presentation for the product 2.2 .
Ž .PROPOSITION 2.4. The component 2.2 has the alternati¤e description
m ky1
c u , uŽ .Ł Ł nymqkyj nymqk nymqjž /ks2 js1
1 k
= c u , u ? c u , u .Ž . Ž .Ł Łnyk nymqk B Ž1. nykyj nymqk B Ž2 j.ny mqk nymqkž /ksm js1
2.3Ž .
Proof. The result is established using induction on the number m of
entries in the second row in the tableau Lr. The descriptions are clearly
equivalent whenever m s 1. Hence consider the general case where m G 2
Ž .with the inductive assumption that the description 2.3 is valid whenever
the corresponding tableau has m y 1 entries in its second row. For the
r Ž . Ž .row tableau L on the partition l s n y m, m , the product 2.2 can be
expanded as
my1 2 k 2 m
c u , u ? c u , u .Ž . Ž .Ł Ł Łnymqkyj nymqk B Ž j. nyj n B Ž j.ny mqk nž /ks1 js1 js1
Let V r denote the tableau obtained by deleting the entry n in Lr then V r
Ž .is the row tableau for the subpartition v s n y m, m y 1 . The induction
Ž . rhypothesis gives an expression of type 2.3 relative to the tableau V .
Furthermore the sequences B , . . . , B coincide for the tableaux V r2 ny1
r Ž .and L . Thus the component 2.2 may be expressed as
my1 ky1
c u , uŽ .Ł Ł nymqkyj nymqk nymqjž /ks2 js1
1
= c u , uŽ .Ł nyky1 nymqk B Ž1.ny mqkžksmy1
k
? c u , uŽ .Ł nykyjy1 nymqk B Ž2 j.ny mqk /js1
2m
= c u , u .Ž .Ł ny j n B Ž j.n
js1
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We observe that the collinear factors associated with the initial m y 1
entries in the second row of Lr have been transferred to the left hand side
of this expression; the remaining collinear terms will be extracted using
Lemma 2.3. However, before proceeding any further, some additional
notation is introduced; this will simplify the subsequent work. For each
Žindex 1 F k F m, let us define the elements actually, functions on the
.pair r
C r s c u , uŽ . Ž .k nyky1 nymqk B Ž1.ny mqk
k
? c u , u ;Ž .Ł nykyjy1 nymqk B Ž2 j.ny mqk
js1
k
ÃC r s c u , u ? c u , u .Ž . Ž . Ž .Łk nyk nymqk B Ž1. nykyj nymqk B Ž2 j.ny mqk nymqk
js1
Meanwhile, put
my1 ky1
j r s c u , u .Ž . Ž .Ł Ł nymqkyj nymqk nymqjž /ks2 js1
Ž .In this new notation, our previous expression for the component 2.2
becomes
2m
j r ? C r ??? C r ? c u , u 2.4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Łmy 1 1 nyj n B Ž j.n
js1
and the latter product can be expanded as
my1
c u , u ? c u , u c u , u 4Ž . Ž . Ž .Łny1 n 1 ny2 k n kq1 ny2 ky1 n nymqk
ks1
= c u , u .Ž .ny2 m n mq1
Lemma 2.3 provides the identity
C r ? c u , uŽ . Ž .k nyk n B Ž1.n
ky1
= c u , u c u , u c u , uŽ . Ž . Ž .Ł nykyj n B Ž2 j. ny2 k n kq1 ny2 ky1 n nymqkn
js1
s c u , u c u , uŽ . Ž .nyk n nymqk nyky1 n B Ž1.n
k
Ã= c u , u ? C rŽ . Ž .Ł nykyjy1 n B Ž2 j. kn
js1
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for each k s 1, 2, . . . , m y 1. By these equalities and a straightforward
w xapplication of the commuting relation in 4, Lemma 4.2 , the component
Ž .2.4 reduces to the form
my1
j r c u , u ? c u , uŽ . Ž . Ž .Ł nyk n nymqk nym n B Ž1.n
ks1
m 1
Ã= c u , u C rŽ . Ž .Ł Łnymyk n B Ž2 k . kn
ks1 ksmy1
m ky1 1
Ãs c u , u ? C rŽ . Ž .Ł Ł Łnymqkyj nymqk nymqj kž /ks2 js1 ksm
Ž . w xand the description 2.3 is verified; see 3, Proposition 5.3.4 for further
details.
An efficient limiting procedure for the realization of the element c r gL
Ž .M is developed using the alternative expression 2.3 for the secondn
Ž .component in the function 2.1 ; this technique realizes an expression for
c r intrinsically divisible by the element P r on the left.L L
Ž . Ž .rUsing the description 2.3 , the function c r can be expressed in theL
form
nym ky1 m ky1
c u , u ? c u , uŽ . Ž .Ł Ł Ł Łky j k j nymqkyj nymqk nymqjž / ž /ks2 js1 ks2 js1
1 k
= c u , u . 2.5Ž . Ž .Ł Ł nykyj nymqk jq1ž /ksm js0
In the limit r “ 0, the first line in this expression describes the row
element P r up to a certain permutation in S ; this component has beenL n
isolated on the left hand side of the expression but, in its present form, the
second line contains factors becoming singular at r s 0. Specifically, for
Ž .each integer 1 F k F m, the element c u , u is undefinedny2 kq1 nymqk k
for the limiting values of the arguments u and u ; this is becausenymqk k
the scalars u and u coincide in the limit r “ 0. Note that thesenymqk k
arguments correspond to positions in the tableau Lr occupying the same
diagonal: it is these diagonal elements which produce the interesting
Ž .rbehaviour in the function c r .L
Ž .The singularities in the expression 2.5 will be isolated and removed by
inserting some additional factors at strategic places in the product; each
Ž .diagonal factor then coincides with an element of type u u, u9 in thek
limit r “ 0. This procedure is a modification of the original construction
w xby Nazarov, see 5, Theorem 5.6; 4, Sect. 4 . The details of our alternative
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limiting procedure are presented in the proof of the next result. This
proposes a realization for the element c r g M where the divisibility byL n
the row element is intrinsic.
Ž .PROPOSITION 2.5. For any strict partition l s n y m, m , the element
c r has the realizationL
nym ky1 m ky1
c u , u ? c u , uŽ . Ž .Ł Ł Ł Łky j k j nymqkyj nymqk nymqjž / ž /ks2 js1 ks2 js1
m u y uŽ .jq1 j
=Ł 2js1
jy11
= c u , u u u , u .Ž . Ž .Ł Ł nykyjq1 nymqj k ny2 j jq1 j½ 5ž /jsm ks1
Ž . Ž .Proof. Let us denote the expression in the first line of 2.5 by p r . By
w x w x4, Lemma 4.3 and the relations presented in 4, Lemma 4.2 , we can
establish the equality
nym ky1
c u , uŽ .Ł Ł ky j k jž /ks2 js1
nym ky1 u y uŽ .lq1 ls c u , u ? c u , uŽ . Ž .Ł Ł ky j k j nymyl lq1 lž / 2ks2 js1
for each integer 1 F l F m; furthermore, an elementary application of the
w xcommuting relation in 4, Lemma 4.2 then gives
u y uŽ .jq1 j
p r s p r ? c u , uŽ . Ž . Ž .nymyj jq1 j2
for each 1 F j F m. By combining this result with Lemma 2.2 of the
Ž .rpresent paper, it is seen that the function c r has the expressionL
m nym ky1u y uŽ .jq1 j
? c u , uŽ .Ł Ł Ł ky j k jž /2js1 ks2 js1
m ky1
= c u , uŽ .Ł Ł nymqkyj nymqk nymqjž /ks2 js1
jy21
= c u , u c u , uŽ . Ž .Ł Łny2 j jq1 j nyjyk nymqj kq1žjsm ks0
=c u , u c u , u .Ž . Ž .ny2 jq1 nymqj j ny2 j nymqj jq1 /
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Note that the diagonal factors within the final line of this expression have
been isolated from the internal product. Further use of the commuting
relation gives the expression
m nym ky1u y uŽ .jq1 j
? c u , uŽ .Ł Ł Ł ky j k jž /2js1 ks2 js1
m ky1
= c u , uŽ .Ł Ł nymqkyj nymqk nymqjž /ks2 js1
jy21
= c u , uŽ .Ł Ł ny jyk nymqj kq1žjsm ks0
= c u , u c u , u c u , u .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .ny2 j jq1 j ny2 jq1 nymqj j ny2 j nymqj jq1 /
Now it is apparent that every factor in the above expression has a
well-defined limit as r “ 0; in particular, each subexpression
Ž . Ž . Ž .c u , u c u , u c u , u where 1 F j F mny2 j jq1 j ny2 jq1 nymqj j ny2 j nymqj jq1
Ž . w xcoincides in this limit with the element u u , u by 4, Lemma 4.4 .ny2 j jq1 j
rThe realization presented for the element c g M then follows.L n
Let us consider the limiting case r s 0 for the remainder of the present
section; here the scalars u , . . . , u are now as described in the introduc-1 n
tory remarks. The next result establishes the divisibility of the element c rL
by each factor contributing to the column element Q r ; this lemma usesL
w xr cproperties of the elements c and c described in the previous paper 4 ;L L
w xsee also 5, Theorem 6.3 .
LEMMA 2.6. For each integer 1 F j F m, there is the equality
u y uŽ .nymqj jq1
r rc s c ? c u , u . 2.6Ž . Ž .L L ny2 j nymqj jq12
Proof. Let us fix the integer 1 F j F m. Then the j q 1th column in
c wthe column tableau L has the entries 2 j and 2 j q 1. Thus 4, Proposition
x4.7 gives the equality
c c ? c uX , uX s 0 2.7Ž . Ž .L ny2 j 2 j 2 jq1
for the element c c; here the scalars uX and uX are indexed withL 2 j 2 jq1
X Ž . cŽ .respect to the column tableau: u s u i, j for k s L i, j . Meanwhile,k 0
w x cthe proof of 4, Theorem 4.9 established that the element c can beL
determined through the element c r via left multiplication by someL
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Ž .invertible element m g M . Therefore the result in 2.7 can be restatedn
for the row element c r asL
c r ? c u , u s 0, 2.8Ž . Ž .L ny2 j jq1 nymqj
where the scalars are now indexed relative to the row tableau Lr. The
Ž .equality 2.6 now follows from the elementary identity
2
c u , u y c u , u s ;Ž . Ž .ny2 j jq1 nymqj ny2 j nymqj jq1 u y ujq1 nymqj
that is, let us multiply this identity by the element c r on the left then theL
Ž .first expression on the left hand side vanishes by 2.8 leaving the stated
result.
The following immediate corollary of Lemma 2.6 gives the divisibility of
c r on the right by a certain product of elements; these factors willL
determine the column element Q r.L
Ž .PROPOSITION 2.7. For any strict partition l s n y m, m , the element
c r has the propertyL
m u y unymqj jq1
r rc s c ? c u , u .Ž .ŁL L ny2 j nymqj jq1ž /2js1
The principal result in this section is now obtained by combining the
preliminary results from Proposition 2.5 and Proposition 2.7; the following
theorem gives an expression for the projective symmetrizer ¤Žnym , m.
where its PxQ-structure is intrinsic.
Ž .THEOREM 2.8. Suppose that l s n y m, m where n G 2m q 1. Then
the symmetrizer ¤ has the canonical descriptionl
mn jl 2'r? P j y 1 y j ? wŁ ž /L ½ 5n! 2js1
jy11
' '= c j y 1 j , k y 1 kŽ . Ž .Ł Ł ž /nykyjq1½ ž /jsm ks1
y1' ' r r=u j j q 1 , j y 1 j w w9 Q , 2.9Ž . Ž . Ž .ž /ny2 j L L5
where the permutations w, w9 g S are the elements with maximum length inn
the row subgroup, respecti¤ely column subgroup, for the row tableau Lr.
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Proof. By Proposition 2.5 and Proposition 2.7, the element c r can beL
expressed in the form
nym ky1 m ky1
c u , u ? c u , uŽ . Ž .Ł Ł Ł Łky j k j nymqkyj nymqk nymqjž / ž /ks2 js1 ks2 js1
1 u y u u y uŽ . Ž .jq1 j nymqj jq1
= Ł ½ 4jsm
jy1
= c u , u u u , uŽ . Ž .Ł nykyjq1 nymqj k ny2 j jq1 j 5
ks1
m
= c u , u . 2.10Ž . Ž .Ł ny2 j nymqj jq1
js1
Ž . rThe first line in the expression 2.10 will yield the row element P ;L
whereas the product in the last line provides us with the column element
Q r. Let us begin by considering the former expression: it will be shownL
that this pair of products coincides with the element P r up to theL
maximum length row permutation w.
Ž .Let V denote the row tableau for the subpartition v s n y m ; that1 1
is, the tableau V coincides with the first row in the tableau Lr. Then the1
Ž .first product in the first line of 2.10 is the element c corresponding toV 1 wthe one-part partition v . This special case was studied in 4, Proposition1
x6.8 ; in particular, we verified the equality
c s P ? wV V V1 1 1
on the tableau V . Here P s P is the row element generated by the1 1 V 1
first row in Lr, while w s w g S is the involution with maximum1 V nym1
length on the symbols in this row. Similarly, the second product in the first
Ž .line of 2.10 can be identified with the element c corresponding to theV 2
Ž .one-part partition v s m : here the tableau V is identified with the2 2
second row in the tableau Lr. This identification determines the equality
m ky1
c u , u s P ? wŽ .Ł Ł nymqkyj nymqk nymqj 2 2ž /ks2 js1
where P is the component in P r generated by the second row in Lr and2 L
w g S is the maximum length involution on these symbols. The permu-2 m
tations w and w are embedded into S in the natural way: the row1 2 n
permutation with maximum length is then given by w s w w . We also1 2
Ž .rnote the obvious equality P s P P . Thus the first line in 2.10 isL 1 2
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precisely the product P r ? w of the row element with the maximum lengthL
row permutation.
Next, we will obtain the column element Q r from the product in theL
Ž .last line of 2.10 ; in particular, let us establish the identity
m
y1
r r rw9 ? w c u , u w s Q . 2.11Ž . Ž .ŁL ny2 j nymqj jq1 L Lž /js1
Ž .rUsing the definitions of w9 and w , the left hand side in 2.11 can beL
expressed as
m m
y1
r rj q 1 n y m q j ? w c u , u wŽ . Ž .Ž .Ł Ł L ny2 j nymqj jq1 L
js1 js1
m
y1
r rs w s ? c u , u w .Ž .Ž .Ł Ž .L ny2 j ny2 j nymqj jq1 L
js1
This latter expression is precisely the column element Q r by the corre-L
w xspondence described in 4, Lemma 5.2 . Finally, the expression for the
scalar factor is realized by a straightforward calculation using the descrip-
tion of the limiting scalars u , . . . , u presented earlier. Collecting together1 n
the above results yields the given expression for the symmetrizer ¤ .l
Ž .The intermediate expression in the description 2.9 of the projective
symmetrizer ¤ is called the compact expression and is written asŽnym , m.
xU . The construction of the compact expression is now illustratedŽnym , m.
with an elementary example.
U Ž .EXAMPLE. The compact expression x for the partition l s 3, 2 gŽ3, 2.
Ž .SP 5 is
'2 y 3 ' ' '? 1 3 4 5 c 2 , 0 u 6 , 2Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .3 12
'= u 2 , 0 1 5 2 4 3 2 4 3 5 .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .3
A detailed collection of results appears in Table I; this describes the
compact expression xU for each value 1 F m F 4.Žnym , m.
The approach developed in this section is designed exclusively for the
special class of two-part strict partitions. The limiting procedure described
within Proposition 2.5 for the realization of the element c r is moreL
wefficient than the general method proposed by Nazarov; see 5, Theorem
x U5.6 . Consequently, the compact expression x has simpler structureŽnym , m.
than the natural expression x examined in the opening section: thisŽnym , m.
new expression for the intermediate factor promotes further investigation
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TABLE I
UThe Compact Expression x form s 1, . . . , 4Žnym , m.
UŽ .l g SP n Compact expression xl
1
y1'Ž . Ž . rn y 1, 1 y ? wu 2 , 0 w w9ny 2 L2
1
y1' ' ' ' 'Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . rn y 2, 2 2 y 3 ? wc 2 , 0 u 6 , 2 u 2 , 0 w w9Ž . ny 2 ny4 ny2 L½ 52
3 ' ' ' ' ' ' 'Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .n y 3, 3 y 2 y 3 3 y 2 2 ? wc 6 , 0 c 6 , 2 u 12 , 6Ž . Ž . ny 3 ny4 ny6½ 54
y1' ' ' 'Ž . Ž . Ž . r=c 2 , 0 u 6 , 2 u 2 , 0 w w9ny 2 ny4 ny2 L
3 ' ' 'Ž .n y 4, 4 2 y 3 3 y 2 2 4 y 15 ? wŽ . Ž . Ž .½ 52
' ' 'Ž . Ž .=c 12 , 0 c 12 , 2ny 4 ny5
' ' ' ' ' ' 'Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .=c 12 , 6 u 20 , 12 c 6 , 0 c 6 , 2ny 6 ny8 ny3 ny4
y1' ' ' ' ' 'Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . r=u 12 , 6 c 2 , 0 u 6 , 2 u 2 , 0 w w9ny 6 ny2 ny4 ny2 L
of the symmetrizer ¤ . In particular, let us observe that if the integerŽnym , m.
m is fixed then the compact expression xU has the same form forŽnym , m.
each value n G 2m q 1; this n-independence will become significant in
the further analysis performed in the final paper of this series. A further
advantage of the compact expression over the more elaborate natural
expression is its ability to yield useful results for a wide range of partitions;
see the third paper for detailed information about the computational
limitations on the analysis. Note that the limiting procedure presented for
the two-part partitions in this section does not extend to arbitrary strict
partitions: despite this, the approach will be extended in the remaining
section to provide a compact expression in the special case of any three-part
Ž .strict partition with the form l s n y m, m y 1, 1 .
3. THE COMPACT EXPRESSION FOR THE PARTITION
Ž .n y m, m y 1, 1
In this final section, the approach developed in Section 2 for a two-part
strict partition is extended to any strict partition with the form l s
Ž .n y m, m y 1, 1 ; this yields a ``compact'' expression for this special class
of three-part partitions.
The preliminary result in Lemma 3.1 enables some additional factors to
Ž .rbe inserted into the expression for the function c r ; a version of theL
limiting procedure used in the preceding section then establishes that each
singular factor reduces to a u-element in the limit r “ 0. In particular,
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Proposition 3.2 gives an expression for the element c r g M intrinsicallyL n
divisible by the row element P r on the left. Once again, the expression forL
the intermediate factor in the corresponding PxQ-description of the sym-
metrizer ¤ will be called the compact expression and denotedŽnym , my1, 1.
by xU .Žnym , my1, 1.
In following the approach of the previous section, let us proceed by first
describing the combinatorics for this class of strict partitions. The three-part
Ž .partition l s n y m, m y 1, 1 is strict if and only if there is the con-
straint n G 2m where m G 3 on the values for the integers m and n. Let
Ž .us now fix the strict partition l s n y m, m y 1, 1 for the remainder of
this section; this partition has row tableau
1 2 3 4 ??? m ??? n y m
rL s n y m q 1 n y m q 2 n y m q 3 ??? n y 1 .
n
The column sequences B , . . . , B have an immediate description: the2 n
sequences B , . . . , B coincide with those determined in Section 2 for2 ny1
Ž .the partition n y m, m ; whereas the remaining sequence can be read
w xdirectly from the above tableau as B s 1, 2, n y m q 1, 3, n y m q 2 .n
Thus the integers b , . . . , b for the tableau Lr are given by2 n
k y 1 for 2 F k F n y m;¡~2 j for k s n y m q j where 1 F j F m y 1;b sk ¢
5 for k s n.
Ž .rConsequently, the function c r has the expansionL
nym ky1 my1 2 k
c u , u ? c u , uŽ . Ž .Ł Ł Ł Łky j k j nymqkyj nymqk B Ž j.ny mqkž / ž /ks2 js1 ks1 js1
= c u , u c u , u c u , u c u , uŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .ny1 n 1 ny2 n 2 ny3 n nymq1 ny4 n 3
= c u , u , 3.1Ž . Ž .ny5 n nymq2
where the scalars u , . . . , u are determined via the row tableau Lr relative1 n
Ž .to the triple r s r , r , r ; see Section 2 for the explicit description of1 2 3
these real-valued functions.
Ž .The two components in the first line of 3.1 coincide precisely with
Ž . rrthe function c r on the row tableau V for the subpartition v sV
Ž . Ž . Ž .n y m, m y 1 g SP n y 1 ; whereas the subsequent five terms in 3.1
are those factors associated with the symbol n in the third row of the
r Ž .tableau L . The expression 3.1 in its present form has factors becoming
undefined in the limit r “ 0; in particular, those terms with arguments
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corresponding to positions on the same diagonal in Lr again create the
problems in obtaining a realization for the element c r. The diagonalL
Ž .factors within the second product on the first line of 3.1 can be dealt with
using the results of Section 2. However, two of the remaining factors in the
second line have arguments corresponding with positions on the leading
r Ž . Ž .diagonal in L : namely the elements c u , u and c u , u ;ny1 n 1 ny3 n nymq1
both of these factors become singular as r “ 0 and therefore we will
require a technique to isolate and remove these singularities.
Ž .The principal result in this section Proposition 3.2 proposes a method
Ž .for eliminating the singularities in the expression 3.1 ; this will involve
Ž .inserting some additional factors into the description 3.1 at strategic
places. The following preliminary result gives an identity for introducing
the relevant factors. Let us define the real-valued function a of the triple
r by
1
a r s u r y u r u r y u r .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .2 1 nymq2 nymq14
Ž . Ž .LEMMA 3.1. Suppose that v s n y m, m y 1 g SP n y 1 where
Ž . rrm G 3. Then the function c r on the row tableau V for v obeys theV
equality
c r r c u , u s a r c r r c u , uŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .V ny4 nymq1 3 V ny4 nymq1 3
= c u , u c u , u .Ž . Ž .ny5 nymq2 nymq1 ny2 2 1
Proof. The result follows from two alternative descriptions for the
Ž .rfunction c r established in the previous section by an application of theV
w x w Ž .xrelations in 4, Lemma 4.2 and the equality in 4, Lemma 4.3 a . The
w xreader is referred to 3, Lemma 5.5.1 for details of this proof.
Now the main result can be presented: this describes a realization of the
element c r for any three-part partition in the special class.L
Ž . Ž . rPROPOSITION 3.2. For l s n y m, m y 1, 1 g SP n , the element cL
has the realization
my13 ' ' rj j q 1 y j y 1 j ? P wŽ . Ž .Ł ž / Lmq12 js1
jy11
' '= c j y 1 j , k y 1 kŽ . Ž .Ł Ł ž /nykyj½ ž /jsmy1 ks1
= ' 'u j j q 1 , j y 1 jŽ . Ž .ž /ny2 jy1 5
' ' ' ' '= c 0, 6 u 2 , 0 c 0, 6 ,u 2 , 0 c 6 , 0 ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ny4 ny2 ny3 ny5 ny3
3.2Ž .
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where w g S is the permutation with maximum length in the row subgroupn
of Lr.
Ž . Ž .rProof. Consider the description 3.1 for the function c r ; the twoL
components in the first line of this expression precisely describe the
Ž . r rrfunction c r for the tableau V obtained by deleting the entry n in L .V
Thus we have the equality
c r r s c r r ? c u , u c u , u c u , uŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .L V ny1 n 1 ny2 n 2 ny3 n nymq1
= c u , u c u , u .Ž . Ž .ny4 n 3 ny5 n nymq2
Ž .Note that the pair of scalars u , u does not satisfy the idempotent3 nymq1
w Ž .x Ž .condition 4, 4.1 for any triple r ; thus the element c u , u isny3 nymq1 3
invertible. In particular, we have
c u , u c u , uŽ . Ž .ny3 nymq1 3 ny3 3 nymq1
1 1
s 1 y y .2 2u y u u q uŽ . Ž .3 nymq1 3 nymq1
Ž .rCombining these two equalities, the function c r can be expressed asL
c r r ? c u , u c u , u c u , u c u , uŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .V ny1 n 1 ny2 n 2 ny3 n nymq1 ny4 n 3
= c u , uŽ .ny5 n nymq2
= b r ? c u , u c u , u ,Ž . Ž . Ž .ny3 nymq1 3 ny3 3 nymq1
Ž .where the real-valued function b s b r is given by
y1
1 1
b r s 1 y y .Ž . 2 2ž /u y u u q uŽ . Ž .3 nymq1 3 nymq1
w xUsing the identity in Lemma 3.1 and the relations in 4, Lemma 4.2 gives
the description
a r b r ? c r r c u , uŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .V ny4 nymq1 3
= c u , u c u , u c u , u c u , uŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .ny2 2 1 ny1 n 1 ny2 n 2 ny3 n 3
= c u , u c u , u c u , uŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .ny5 nymq2 nymq1 ny4 n nymq1 ny5 n nymq2
= c u , u .Ž .ny3 3 nymq1
Each component in this expression now has a well-defined limit as r “ 0;
Ž . Ž .in particular, the diagonal factors c u , u and c u , u areny1 n 1 ny3 n nymq1
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w xreplaced by the appropriate u-type elements using 4, Lemma 4.4 . The
following expression for the element c r is thus obtained:L
3 ' ' ' ' 'rc ? c 0, 6 u 2 , 0 c 0, 6 u 2 , 0 c 6 , 0 .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .V ny4 ny2 ny3 ny5 ny34
ŽMeanwhile, the results in Section 2 applied to the partition v s n y
.m, m y 1 give
my11 ' 'r r rc s ? P w j j q 1 y j y 1 jŽ . Ž .Ł ž /V V Vmy12 js1
jy11
' '= c j y 1 j , k y 1 kŽ . Ž .Ł Ł ž /nykyj½ ž /jsmy1 ks1
' '=u j j q 1 , j y 1 j ,Ž . Ž .ž /ny2 jy1 5
where w r g S is the permutation with maximum length on the rows inV ny1
V r; this can be identified with the permutation w g S for the tableau Lr.n
Similarly, the row element P r can be naturally identified with P r. ThusV L
Ž .the description 3.2 is established.
The result in Proposition 3.2 will provide a description for the sym-
metrizer ¤ with the standard PxQ-form; in particular, we proveŽnym , my1, 1.
the following theorem.
Ž .THEOREM 3.3. Suppose that l s n y m, m y 1, 1 where n G 2m and
m G 3. Then the symmetrizer ¤ has the canonical descriptionl
my1n 1l ' 'r? P j j q 1 y j y 1 j ? wŽ . Ž .Ł ž /L mn! 4 js1
jy11
' '= c j y 1 j , k y 1 kŽ . Ž .Ł Ł ž /nykyj½ ž /jsmy1 ks1
' '=u j j q 1 , j y 1 jŽ . Ž .ž /ny2 jy1 5
y1' ' ' ' ' r r=c 0, 6 u 2 , 0 c 0, 6 u 2 , 0 c 6 , 0 w Q ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ny4 ny2 ny3 ny5 ny3 L L
where w g S is the maximum length permutation in the row subgroup of then
tableau Lr.
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Proof. By Proposition 3.2, the symmetrizer ¤ can be ex-Žnym , my1, 1.
pressed in the form
my1n 3l ' 'r? P ? j j q 1 y j y 1 j ? wŽ . Ž .Ł ž /L mq1n! 2 js1
jy11
' '= c j y 1 j , k y 1 kŽ . Ž .Ł Ł ž /nykyj½ ž /jsmy1 ks1
' '=u j j q 1 , j y 1 jŽ . Ž .ž /ny2 jy1 5
y1' ' ' ' ' r= c 0, 6 u 2 , 0 c 0, 6 u 2 , 0 c 6 , 0 ? w .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ny4 ny2 ny3 ny5 ny3 L
w xMeanwhile, the general result of 4, Theorem 6.6 describes the divisibility
of the symmetrizer by the column element Q r on the right: we have theL
equality
1
r¤ s ¤ ? Q .Žnym , my1, 1. Žnym , my1, 1. Lmy12 ? 3
Combining these results gives the proposed description for the sym-
metrizer ¤ .Žnym , my1, 1.
The method used in this section to determine the canonical description
of the symmetrizer for these special three-part partitions is essentially an
extension of the approach adopted for the two-part strict partitions in
Section 2. Consequently, the intermediate expression appearing in Theo-
rem 3.3 is again referred to as the compact expression; in following the
previous notation, we will denote this element by xU .Žnym , my1, 1.
The limiting procedure described in Proposition 3.2 for the realization
of the element c r is more efficient than the general construction pre-L
w x Usented in 5 ; thus the compact expression x has a simplerŽnym , my1, 1.
structure than the natural element x on this partition. Conse-Žnym , my1, 1.
quently, the compact expression will be more accessible to the computa-
tional methodology developed for the further analysis of the projective
symmetrizer in the remaining paper of this series. Furthermore, the
structure of the compact expression xU exhibits the same inde-Žnym , my1, 1.
pendence with respect to the integer n as that demonstrated by the
compact elements xU in Section 2; the significance of this propertyŽnym , m.
will be revealed in the final paper. Let us now illustrate the above
construction with an elementary example.
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Ž . Ž .EXAMPLE. The strict partition l s 3, 2, 1 g SP 6 has row tableau
1 2 3
rL s 4 5
6
and the compact expression xU isŽ3, 2, 1.
'3 y 1 ' ' ' '? 1 3 4 5 c 2 , 0 u 6 , 2 u 2 , 0Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .3 1 332
' ' ' ' '= c 0, 6 u 2 , 0 c 0, 6 u 2 , 0 c 6 , 0 1 6 2 5 .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .2 4 3 1 3
Further results are presented in Table II: this contains the compact
expression xU for each integer value 3 F m F 5.Žnym , my1, 1.
Some additional results on the compact expressions xU andŽnym , m.
U w xx are given in the author's Ph.D. thesis 3 ; for instance, aŽnym , my1, 1.
complete listing of these expressions for integer values n F 10 appears in
Appendix B. The final paper in the present series will conclude our
investigation into the symmetrizer ¤ with a discussion concerning thel
simplest expression for the intermediate factor. A procedure will be
developed for computing this ``reduced expression'' in the special class
w xx .l
TABLE II
UThe Compact Expression x for m s 3, 4, 5Žnym , my1, 1.
UŽ .l g SP n Compact expression xl
1 ' ' ' ' ' 'Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .n y 3, 2, 1 3 y 1 ? wc 2 , 0 u 6 , 2 u 2 , 0 c 0, 6Ž . ny 3 ny5 ny3 ny4½ 532
y1' ' ' 'Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . r=u 2 , 0 c 0, 6 u 2 , 0 c 6 , 0 wny 2 ny3 ny5 ny3 L
'6 ' ' ' ' ' ' 'Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .n y 4, 3, 1 3 y 1 2 y 1 ? wc 6 , 0 c 6 , 2 u 12 , 6Ž . Ž . ny 4 ny5 ny7½ 5128
' ' ' ' ' 'Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .=c 2 , 0 u 6 , 2 u 2 , 0 c 0, 6 u 2 , 0ny 3 ny5 ny3 ny4 ny2
y1' ' 'Ž . Ž . Ž . r=c 0, 6 u 2 , 0 c 6 , 0 wny 3 ny5 ny3 L
'6 ' ' ' ' ' ' 'Ž . Ž . Ž .n y 5, 4, 1 3 y 1 2 y 1 5 y 3 ? wc 12 , 0 c 12 , 2Ž . Ž . Ž . ny 5 ny6½ 5256
' ' ' ' ' ' 'Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .=c 12 , 6 u 20 , 12 c 6 , 0 c 6 , 2ny 7 ny9 ny4 ny5
' ' ' ' ' ' 'Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .=u 12 , 6 c 2 , 0 u 6 , 2 u 2 , 0 c 0, 6ny 7 ny3 ny5 ny3 ny4
y1' ' ' 'Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . r=u 2 , 0 c 0, 6 u 2 , 0 c 6 , 0 wny 2 ny3 ny5 ny3 L
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